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ABSTRACT.   In this paper the Cech cohomology of movable and «-mov-

able spaces is studied.   Let A" be a space and let fr(X) denote the fc-dimensional

Cech cohomology of X with integer coefficients based on the numerable covers

of X.   Then if X is movable, there is a subgroup E of W(JO which is the union
v le v k

of all the algebraically compact subgroups of H"-(X).   Furthermore, H*(X)/E is

an Kj-free abelian group.   If X is an n-movable space, then it is shown that this

structure holds for Hk(X) for 0 «; * < n and may be false for k > n + 1.   If X

is an LC'1_1 paracompactum, then X is known to be n-movable.  However, in

this case and in the case that X is an LCn~ ' compactum a stronger structure

theorem is proved for Hk(X) for 0 < k < n — 1 than that stated above.   Using

these results examples are given of n-movable continua that are not shape equi-

valent to any LC"      paracompactum.

Introduction. In [1] Borsuk introduced the shape invariant notion of mov-

ability for compact metric spaces.  In [13] MardeSic and Segal generalized the

notion of movability to arbitrary compact Hausdorff spaces. More recently,

Kozlowski and Segal [9] have generalized movability to general topological spaces

using a notion of shape which is equivalent to the one developed by MardeSid

[12]. In [2] Borsuk introduced the notion of n-movability for compact spaces.

Kozlowski and Segal generalized this notion to arbitrary compact Hausdorff

spaces [8] and then to arbitrary topological spaces [9]. One of the main results

of [9] is that an LC"-1 paracompactum is «-movable. This is a significant gen-

eralization of earlier results about compact metric spaces that are LC1-1 by

Borsuk [2], MardeSic [11], and Overton and Segal [15]. The notion of movabil-

ity and «-movability has played an important role in shape theory and the class

of movable spaces has been shown to have many useful properties.
v

It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the properties of the Cech

cohomology groups of spaces that are movable and «-movable. In an earlier

paper [4] the author has studied the properties of the Cech cohomology groups
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of compact Hausdorff spaces that are movable.  In [4] it was shown that if X

is a movable compact Hausdorff space, thenH"(X)lToiHn(X) is an N,-free abel-

ian group for all n.  In [6] it was shown that for a compact connected abelian

topological group A, A is movable if and only if F 04) is an K,-free abelian

group. In [7] these results were used to answer several questions concerning

movable compact Hausdorff spaces. In [4] and [5] it was shown that if X is

any topological space, which is locally arcwise connected (i.e., LC°), then HliX)

is an K,-free abeUan group.

In this paper the results in [4] and [5] are generalized to arbitrary topolog-

ical spaces. The precise results are stated and proved in §§3 and 4 of this paper.

The algebraic and topological preliminaries which are needed for the statements

and proofs of the main theorems are introduced in §§1 and 2. The most impor-

tant concept introduced is that of art algebraicaUy compact abelian group which

we give in §2. The definition of an algebraicaUy compact abelian group would

probably not be much help to the reader who is not familiar with the concept.

Consequently, in §2 we not only define the notion but try to give some idea of

the structure of these groups as weU. Of course, the reader would do weU to

consult Fuch's book [3, Chapter VII] where there is an exceUent chapter on alge-

braically compact groups.

As an application of our results we give examples of n-movable and movable

metric continua which are not shape equivalent to any LC"-1 continuum and

in fact not shape equivalent to any LC"-1 paracompactum.

1. Topological preliminaries. In this section we introduce some of the

background material that is necessary to state and prove the main results in this

paper. Concepts and results from shape theory, algebraic topology, and the the-

ory of abelian groups wiU be used in this paper. Since many who might be inter-

ested in the results of this paper may not have the necessary background in one

or more of these areas we wiU try to give a fairly complete account of what is

needed in §§1 and 2. The main theorems and their proofs wiU then be given in

§§3 and 4.

Let T denote the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. Let

H denote the homotopy category and let H : T —► fV be the homotopy functor.

Let S denote the shape category. The objects of S are aU topological spaces as

in T and H. If X and Y are topological spaces, then a shape morphism F:X—*-Y

is described in the foUowing manner. Let p : Y —► P be a continuous map with

F any polyhedron. Then F assigns to the homotopy class of p, H(p), a homotopy

class of maps F(H(p)) from X to F.  The only assumption made concerning this

assignment is that if p:Y—*P and q:Y—*Q and r.Q^p with Hip) =

H(r)°H(q) where P and Q are polyhedra, then
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F(H(p)) = H(r)°F(H(q)).

The shape functor S : T —*■ S is the identity on the objects of T onto the ob-

jects of S. If /: X —► Y is a continuous function, then S(f) E Mors (X, Y) is

the function which assigns to each homotopy class H(p) :Y^>-P (where F is a

polyhedron), the homotopy class of maps

S(f)(H(p)) = H(pof):X^P.

Clearly S(f) defined in this way is a shape morphism from X to Y.  Clearly the

shape functor factors through the homotopy category.

The shape category S is described by MardeSic' in [12]. An equivalent ap-

proach due to Kozlowski and Segal is given in [9]. If one's attention is restricted

to the category of compact metric spaces, compact Hausdorff spaces, or the cate-

gory of metric spaces, then the shape category in these cases is the full subcate-

gory of S determined by the objects under consideration. The shape functor for

each of these categories is the restriction of S to the appropriate subcategory of S.

Let X be a topological space. Then X is said to be movable provided that

whenever p : X —► F is continuous with F a polyhedron, there is a polyhedron Q

and maps q : X —*■ Q and s : Q —► F such that

H(p) = H(s)oH(q)

and such that whenever F is a polyhedron with r:X—+R and t:R —* Q with

7/(17) = H(f)°H(f), then there is a map u:Q-^R such that

//(;•) = 7/(r°i)°//(u).

This definition of movabihty agrees with the definition given by Kozlowski

and Segal [9] and is equivalent to the one given by MardeSic and Segal [13] for

compact Hausdorff spaces.

Let AT be a topological space. Then X is said to be n-movable provided the

foUowing holds:  If p : X —*■ P is a continuous map with P a polyhedron, then

there are a polyhedron Q and continuous maps t7 : AT —»■ Q and s:Q—>P with

H(p) = H(s) ° 7/(17) such that whenever F is a polyhedron with r : X —► F and

t:R—*Q continuous maps with

H(t)oH(r) = H(q),

then there is a continuous map u : g(,,) —* F (where ß(n) is the «-skeleton of

0with

H(s»t)oH(u) = H(s\QW).

The definition we have given for «-movability agrees with Borsuk's notion of «-

movabüity for compact metric spaces given in [2] and with the «-movability of

[8] given for compact Hausdorff spaces. In [9] it is shown that movability and

M-movabiUty are shape invariants.
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A space X is said to be locally k-connected provided that for each x EX

and neighborhood U of x, there is a neighborhood Kof x contained in i/such

that every map /: Sk —> V extends to a map F: Bk+1 -* U where Sk = úBk+1

is the ^-sphere and Bk+1 is the (k + l)-baU. A space is said to be LC" provided

it is locally ^-connected for all 0 < k < n.   In [9] it is shown that any LC"-1

paracompactum is n-movable.  This was proved for LC"-1 compact metric spaces

by Borsuk in [2].

As in [9] we assume aU paracompact spaces to be Hausdorff.

2. Algebraic preliminaries. Let AT be a topological space. We let F"(JÏ)

and H (X) denote n-dimensional singular cohomology and homology of X with
V V

integer coefficients. As noted earlier we let H"(X) and Hn(X) denote n-dimen-
y

sional Cech cohomology and homology with integer coefficients and based on

the numerable covers of X.   One of the principal tools in this paper is the Uni-

versal Coefficient Theorem for singular cohomology. See [16, Theorem 3, p.

243] for a reference.

2.1. Theorem.   77iere is a functorial short exact sequence

0 -*• Ext(Hq_x(X), Z) -*H"(X) -> Hom(Hq(X), Z)-+0

and this sequence is split.

It is well known that this theorem is not true for Cech cohomology. This

will be clear from results and examples in this paper also. The Universal Coeffi-

cient Theorem for singular cohomology not only shows that Hq(X) is determined

by Hq_x(X) and Hq(X), but also indicates that Hq(X) must have a certain alge-

braic structure which we now proceed to point out.

2.2. Definition. Let H be an abelian group. Then H is said to be alge-

braically compact provided there is an abelian group G such that H@ Gis iso-

morphic to a compact Hausdorff topological group.

The algebraically compact abelian groups turn out to be precisely the class

of pure-injective abelian groups. They are also equivalent to the class of abelian

groups which are direct summands of direct products of cocyclic groups [3, The-

orem 38.1, p. 160]. The basic background concerning algebraically compact

abelian groups will be found in Chapter VII of Fuchs [3]. We wiU give most of

the background results in this section that wiU be needed in the later sections of

the paper.

It is known that every divisible group is algebraicaUy compact. Thus every

algebraically compact abelian group H is isomorphic to D © G where D is the

divisible subgroup of H and G is a reduced algebraically compact group. Further-

more, if H is any abelian group, then H is algebraicaUy compact if and only if
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its reduced part is a reduced algebraically compact group. This reduces the study

of the structure of algebraically compact groups to the study of reduced algebra-

ically compact groups since the structure of divisible groups is well known.

What makes algebraically compact groups significant in this study is the

following result [3, N, p. 224].

2.3. Theorem.   If H is a torsion free abelian group and C is any abelian

group, then Ext (C, H) is algebraically compact.

We now analyze the structure of Hom(Hq(X), Z) in the Universal Coeffi-

cient Theorem. First we define the significant concept.

2.4. Definition. Let 7/ be an abelian group. Then 7/ is ttx-free if every

subgroup G of H whose cardinality is countable is free abelian.

A famous theorem of Pontryagin states that a torsion free abelian group H

is Nj-free if and only if every subgroup of finite rank is free [3, Theorem 19.1,

p. 93]. This implies that a torsion free abelian group 7/ is Nj-free if and only if

7/ has property L.  (See [4] or [6] for the definition of property L.  The notion

of property L is due to Pontryagin.)

Clearly any subgroup of a group which is K,-free is also Kj-free. However,

for any abeUan group H, Horn (H, Z) is a subgroup of a direct product of the in-

tegers flnSHZ.  By [3, Theorem 19.2, p. 94] any direct product of the integers

is Kj-free. Thus we have the following theorem which we state for reference.

2.5. Theorem. For any abelian group H, Horn (H, Z) is K,-/ree.

Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 teU us quite a bit about the algebraic structure of

any group which is a singular cohomology group H = Hq(X) for some space X.

If one first factors out the divisible subgroup D of H, then D must be a subgroup

of Ext(Hq_x(X), Z). This is because Hom(Hq(X), Z) in the Universal Coefficient

Theorem is Kj-free and contains only the trivial divisible subgroup. Thus we have

Ext(Hq_x(X),Z)*D®G

where G is some reduced algebraicaUy compact subgroup of H.  Thus 7/ is iso-

morphic to D © G © K where D is a divisible group, G is a reduced algebraicaUy

compact group and AT is an K,-free group.

We will now show that every algebraicaUy compact subgroup A of 7/ is con-

tained in D © G = Ext(Hq_x(X), Z) and thus the subgroup Ext(Hq_x(X), Z)

can be characterized algebraicaUy as the largest algebraicaUy compact subgroup

of H. To show this we need some more results about reduced algebraicaUy com-

pact groups.

For any abelian group G, the ßrst Ulm subgroup of G is G1 = D'^_lnG.

The first result we need is [3, CoroUary 39.2, p. 163].
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2.6. Theorem. If H is a reduced algebraically compact abelian group and

if G is a subgroup of H such that (H/G)1 = 0, then both G and H/G are reduced

algebraically compact groups.

Now if GCH, then clearly G1 C H1. Couple this with the fact that a re-

duced algebraically compact group H has Hl = 0 and we have the foUowing cor-

ollary.

2.7. Corollary. Ifh.H —*■ G is a homomorphism between reduced alge-

braically compact abelian groups, then h(H) is a reduced algebraically compact

group as well.

If an abelian group H is torsion free, then its first Ulm subgroup Hl is just

the maximal divisible subgroup of H.  If F is N,-free, then H1 is clearly 0. Thus

if ft : H —*■ G is a homomorphism between abelian groups with H reduced algebra-

ically compact and G K,-free, then h(H)x = 0 and thus h(H) is a reduced alge-

braicaUy compact group. However, the next result implies that h(H) is in fact

just 0, h(H) = 0.

2.8. Theorem [3, Corollary 40.4, p. 169]. Every reduced algebraically

compact group =£ 0 contains a direct summand isomorphic to Jp or Z k for some

prime p and some positive integer k where Jp is the p-adic integers.

Theorem 2.8 implies that h(H) = 0 in the above discussion since h(H) must

be torsion free as a subgroup of G.  We summarize.

2.9. Corollary. Ifh:H —► G is a homomorphism between abelian

groups with H reduced algebraically compact and G N,-/ree, then A = 0.

2.10. Corollary. If h :H —> G is a homomorphism between abelian

groups with H algebraically compact and G K,-/ree, then ft = 0.

Proof. Let H = D ®A where D is the maximal divisible subgroup of F and

A is a reduced algebraicaUy compact group. Now h(A) = 0 by CoroUary 2.9. On

the other hand h(D) is a divisible subgroup of G and since G1 = 0, h(D) = 0 also.

Thus ft = 0.   D

These results combine to give us the following additional theorem about the

algebraic structure of a group which is a singular cohomology group of some

space.

2.11. Theorem. Let H be any group which is a singular cohomology

group Hq(X)ofa space X.  Then H contains an algebraically compact subgroup

EH which contains all other algebraically compact subgroups of H. Furthermore,

H/EHis K,-/ree.

Proof. If H = ^(X), then EH corresponds to Ext(Hq_x(X), Z) in
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^(X). By the Universal Coefficient Theorem H/EH is Nj-free. AU that remains

to be shown is that EH contains aU the algebraicaUy compact subgroups of Hi Let

A be an algebraicaUy compact subgroup of H. The image of A in H/EH must be

zero by Corollary 2.10. Thus A is contained in EH.  D

Theorem 2.11 teUs us that if we are given a group 7/ and told that it is a sing-

ular cohomology group Hq(X) for some space X, then we can reconstruct the short

exact sequence given in the Universal Coefficient Theorem without knowing the

groups H9_X(X) or Hq(X).

We quote one last theorem concerning reduced algebraicaUy compact groups

which we wiU need in §4. An abelian group G which is pure torsion is bounded if

there is an integer n such that nx = 0 for all x G G.

2.12. Theorem [3, Corollary 40.3, p. 169]. If a reduced algebraically com-

pact group is torsion, then it is bounded.

3. Movable and «-movable spaces. Our main theorems in this section are the

foUowing two theorems.

3.1. Theorem. Let Xbea movable space. Then for each n, H"(X) has a
v

subgroup E which is the union of all algebraically compact subgroups ofHn(X)

and E has the property that Hn(X)/E is an Hx-free group.

3.2. Theorem. Let X be an n-movable space.  Then for each 0 < k < n,
v .

HK(X) has a subgroup E which is the union of all the algebraically compact sub-

groups of Hk(X) and E has the property that Hk(X)¡E is an Hx-free group.

In case X is compact, these theorems have the following corollaries.

3.3. Corollary. Let X be a movable compact Hausdorff space.  Then

for each n, Hn(X)lToiH"(X) is an H,-/ree group.

3.4. Corollary.  Let X be an n-movable compact Hausdorff space. Then

for each 0<k<n, Hk(X)lloiHk(X) is an Kx-freegroup.

CoroUary 3.3 was first proved in [4]. Before proving these theorems and

their coroUaries we wiU need to introduce some notation and state a result from

[9]. After we have stated and proved the above theorems and coroUaries we

wiU include some additional related results in this section as weU.

Let X be a topological space. If U is an open cover of X, then we let

N(U ) denote the nerve of the cover. We wiU also let N(U) denote the geometric

realization of this nerve. Context wiU make it clear which of these objects is

being referred to. If 1/ is an open cover which refines U, we let ttuv:N(V) —*■

N(U) denote the projection map.  Of course, the projection map is unique up to

homotopy. For any open cover U of X, a continuous map f:X—+ N(U) is
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called a barycentric map provided f~1(St(vu)) C U for all UE U where vv is

the vertex in N(U) associated with U.  A cover U is said to be numerable if there

is a partition of unity subordinate to it. It is well known that an open cover U

admits a barycentric map f:X—* N(li) if and only if it is a numerable cover.

We now state a result which is essentially in [9].

3.5.   Theorem. A topological space is movable if and only if for any nu-

merable cover U of X, there is a numerable open cover V refining U such that

for any numerable open cover W refining (/, there is a map \ = \vw : N( !/)—*•

A/(W) such that ffuw ° X is homotopic to ituv. A topological space is n-movable if

and only if for every numerable open cover U of X, there is a numerable open

cover V refining U such that for any numerable open cover W refining 1/ there is

a map X : A/(l/)(n) —» A/(W) sucft that 7ruw o X is homotopic to ituv IA/(l/)(n).

This is essentially Theorem 4.3 of [9]. In Theorem 4.3 of [9] the space

X was assumed paracompact and the covers U, V, and W were simply arbitrary

open covers. However, in examining the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [9] one can

see that the assumption that X was paracompact was used only in guaranteeing

that the covers U, V, and W were numerable. With this in mind the reader can

easily verify that the proof of Theorem 4.3 of [9] actually proves Theorem 3.5

above.

We are now ready to prove the main theorems and corollaries of this section.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let AT be a topological space and let Cov(A0 de-

note the collection of numerable covers of X.  Let MiX) denote the inverse sys-

tem of nerves of numerable covers and homotopy classes of projection maps

UiX) = {NiU); Hinuv); V < U E Cov(A0}. The n-dimensional Cech cohomology

based on numerable covers is the direct limit of the system of groups and homo-

morphisms

{HniNiU)); it*v;V<UE Cov(*)}.

Because of the functoriality of the Universal Coefficient Theorem for singular co-

homology, there is associated with NiX) a direct system of short exact sequences

of abelian groups

{0 — Ext(F„_,(AT(U)), Z) — H"iNili)) — Hom(F„(A/(U)), Z) -+ 0}.

Now the direct limit of a direct system of exact sequences of abelian

groups is also an exact sequence.   Thus if we let F be the direct limit of

{Ext(F„_,(A/(U)), Z)} and H denote the direct limit of {Hom(F„(MU)), Z)},

then we have a short exact sequence

0 -»• F —► HniX) -*H-+0.

Now suppose that X is a movable space. Then we will show that (*) F is a union of
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algebraically compact groups and 7/ is an Kj-free abelian group.  Assume (*) for

a moment and we will show that Theorem 3.1 follows from this. Identify F with

its image in H"(X). Then this will be the F in Theorem 3.1. Clearly H"(X)IE

is Nj-free since it is isomorphic to H which by (*) is N,-free.  By (*) F is a

union of algebraically compact groups. So, all that remains to be shown is that
v

if A C Hn(X) is an algebraically compact group, then ACE.  However, the

image of A in Hn(X)¡E is zero by Corollary 2.10. Thus ACE.  Thus Theorem

3.1 will follow once we have shown (*). We now prove (*) by a sequence of

claims.

Claim 1. The group F is a union of algebraically compact abelian groups.

Proof of Claim 1. The group F is the direct limit of the direct system

{Ext(Hn_ X(N(U)), Z)}. To show that F is a union of algebraically compact

groups let us analyze the direct system more closely. Let Fu = Ext (Hn_x(N(lS)),Z).

Let yuv:Eu —* Ev be the induced homomorphism when 1/ < U G Cov(Af). Let

Du denote the maximum divisible subgroup of Eu. Then for (/ < U G CovfAT),

yuv(Du) CDV,  Let A   denote the group Eu/Du. Then the homomorphisms

7ui/induce homomorphisms of short exact sequences.

0-+Du-*Eu-+Au -+0

I 1 1
0-+Dv—>Ev-+Av-+0

If we let D denote the direct limit of the direct system {Du} and A denote the

direct limit of the direct system {AA, then we have the following exact sequence:

Q-+D-*E-+A—»• 0.

Clearly D is a divisible group, so the sequence splits and F =; D © A.  We will now

use the movability of X to show that A is the union of reduced algebraically com-

pact groups. Then if A = \JySTAy with each Ay an algebraically compact

group, then F = Uyer-^ ®¿y ^ut D ®Ay is the direct sum of two algebra-

ically compact groups and hence algebraicaUy compact. So Claim 1 wül follow

from Claim 2.

Claim 2. The group A is a union of reduced algebraically compact groups.

Proof of Claim 2. Let 1/ < U G Cov(A) and let yuv:Au —► Au be the

induced homomorphism. Now let U be a numerable open cover of X and let 1/

be a numerable open cover of X satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.5 by the

movability of X.  We now claim that for any numerable open cover W refining

V, ~yv® It uv(A ) is one-to-one. We will prove this as Claim 3. Claim 3 will

will then imply that if we let {yu:Au —* A} denote the injection maps making

A the direct limit of the direct system {A u}, then y U(A) will be isomorphic to

yuv(Au). However, according to Corollary 2.7, yw(A ) is a reduced algebraically
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compact group. Thus y iAu) wiU be a reduced algebraicaUy compact group as

weU. Since A = UueCov(Ar)7U(Au) this wiU prove Claim 2. So Claim 2 wiU

foUow from Claim 3.

Claim 3. ThehomomoipMsmyv'>l\yuviAiJ):yVviAu)—*-A is one-to-one.

Proof of Claim 3. Let a G y uviAu) and let b G Au with yuvQ)) = a.

Let W he any numerable open cover refining I/. Suppose that y "w (a) = 0. By

the choice of \J, there is a continuous map X : A/((/) —► NQ)Î) so that

Hiiruv) = Hiituill)oH(K).

Now X induces a homomorphism y :AU —► Av so that

This implies that a = y«"(ô) = 7 o y"<*(&) = 7 07"« *~ywib) = y » 7VW(a) =

7(0) = 0. That is, for any numerable open cover W refining I/, the kernel of

yVillyuviAu) is zero and thus Claim 3 is proved. We have now completely proved

Claim 2 and Claim 1.

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need to prove the latter part of

the statement (*). This we wiU prove as Claim 4.

Claim 4. The group H is K,-free.

Proof of Claim 4. To prove Claim 4 we first note that since H is the

direct limit of torsion free groups, H must be torsion free. This aUows us to

apply Pontryagin's criterion of K,-freeness [3, Theorem 19.1, p. 93] to say that

H is Nj-free if and only if every subgroup of F of finite rank is free. So let

G C F be a subgroup of finite rank. Then Claim 4 wfll foUow from Claim 5.

Claim 5. The group G is free.

Proof of Claim 5. Since the group G is of finite rank, it is countable.

Thus if G is N,-free, then it is free. We wiU show that G is free by showing that

G is a subgroup of an N,-free subgroup of H.  To show this let {gx,... , gm}

he a maximal linearly independent set of elements in G.  Let

Hu=EomiHniNiU)),Z)

for each U E Cov(A^ and let huv :HU—+Hv denote the homomorphisms in-

duced by the projection maps 7rU(/. Let Au :FU —► F denote the injection homo-

morphisms making H the direct limit of the direct system {Hu}. Now let U G

Cov(A0 be such that AU(F ) D fe,.gm}. Then let f be a numerable open

cover refining U given by Theorem 3.5 by the movabiUty of X.  Then Claim 5

wiU foUow from the foUowing two claims. First of aU, hviHv) contains the

group G.  Secondly, the group A "(#„) is N, -free. These wUl be proved as Claim

6 and Claim 7.

Claim 6. The group G is contained in hviHv).

Proof of Claim 6. Every element of G is a root of some linear combina-
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tion with integer coefficients of the elements gx, . . . ,gm.   Thus it will be

sufficient to show that hviHv) contains all the roots of AU(FU) in H.   That

is, if kg GAU(FU) for some positive integer k and g EH, then we need to

show that gEh^iHv).   So, suppose that kgEh\H^.   Then kg = A"(a)

for some aEHu. Now let W G Cov(A") refine 1/ such that, for some b EH,

ftw(ft) = g.  Now Aw(ftô) = kg = Au(a). Thus there is a / G Cov(A0 such that

Y refines W and hm (Jfcft) = huvia). Now let X :NiV) -*■ NiV) he the continu-

ous map given in Theorem 3.5 such that ituv is homotopic to rr    » X. Let A :

Fy —* H denote the homomorphism induced by X. Then let c E Fy be defined

by c = A » A mib). Then kc = kh° hwib) = A o hwikb) = A ° ftW(a) » Aül,(a).

This implies that khvic) = Au(a) = kg.  That is, A "(c) is a fcth root of kg.  But

since F is torsion free, kth roots are unique.  Therefore A"(c) = g and g E hviHv).

Therefore G C ftv(Fv) and Claim 6 is proved.

Claim 7. The group ft"^) C F is «,-free.

Proof of Claim 7. Let W G CovfX) be the refinement of I/ satisfying the

conditions of Theorem 3.5 by the movabiUty of X (considering V as the U in

that theorem and W satisfying the conditions that (/ does in Theorem 3.5). Then

as in the Proof of Claim 3, for any Y refining W, the homomorphism

h*V\hvv(Hv) is one-to-one. Thus A^A1""^) is also one-to-one. Therefore

hviHv) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Fw. Since H  is N,-free, this implies that

hviHv) is also K,-free and Claim 7 is proved. Claim 6 and Claim 7 complete the

proof of Claim 5. The Proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.   D

We now proceed to the Proof of Theorem 3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. We need to consider two cases in the proof.

First we indicate the proof for H iX) for k < n - 1. A separate argument is

needed for the case that k = n.

Case I. k < n - 1. This case follows from the Proof of Theorem 3.1. To

adapt the Proof of Theorem 3.1 to this case one needs to observe that for every

UGCov(A0, HtiWW-HtWQ), Hk_xiNiU)W)-Hk_xiNiU)),™i
Ffc(A/(U)) — tfiNill)^) with the isomorphisms induced by the inclusion map

A/(Ü)*"* C NiU). Then one uses the X's given in Theorem 3.5 given by X n-mov-

able to induce the required homomorphisms rather than the X's given by Theorem

3.5 for X movable in the Proof of Theorem 3.1. We leave it to the reader to

carry out the detaUs.

Case IL k — n. In this case a little more must be said although some parts

of the Proof of Theorem 3.1 can be adapted to shorten the proof in this case as

weU. As in the Proof of Theorem 3.1 we consider the direct system of short

exact sequences of abeUan groups:

{0 — Ext(F„_,(A/(U)), Z) -+ H"iNiU)) — Hom(F„(A'(U)), Z) -> 0}.
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Let F be the direct hmit of the direct system {Ext(Hn_x(N(U))t Z)} and H be

the direct limit of the direct system {Hom(Hn(N(U))t Z)} as in the Proof of

Theorem 3.1. Then we have an exact sequence

0 -* E -* Hn(X) -»•//-»• 0.

As in the Proof of Theorem 3.1 we wUl show that F is a union of algebraicaUy

compact groups and that H is K,-free. Once this is shown it wül foUow that
V

every algebraically compact subgroup of Hn(X) wiU be contained in F and the

proof will be complete in this case as weU.

Claim 1. The group F is a union of algebraicaUy compact subgroups.

Proof of Claim 1. This follows by adapting the Proof of Theorem 3.1

as indicated in Case I. We leave it to the reader to carry out the details.

Claim 2. The group H is X,-free.

Proof of Claim 2. As in the Proof of Theorem 3.1 we show that 7/ is

Nj-free by showing that each subgroup of finite rank is free. However, our

method of proof of this fact in this case is different from the one in the proof of

Theorem 3.1.

The Proof of Claim 2 wiU be by contradiction. Suppose that H is not Kj-

free. Let G be a subgroup of H which has finite rank m and which is not free.

Let {gx,. . . , gm} C G be a maximal linearly independent set of elements in G.

Let Hu = Uom(Hn(N(U)), Z) for each U G CovíAT) and let {«" : Hu -*• 7/} be

the collection of homomorphisms making H the direct Umit of {Hu}. Denote the

bonding homomorphisms by hu v : Hu —*■ Hv for 1/ < U G CovfAT). Now let

U G Cov(A0 so that {gx,. . . , gm} C hu(Hu). Then let 1/ G Cov(AT) be a refine-

ment of U which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.5 by the «-movabüity of

X.  Let ht EH  be such that hu(h¡) = g{. Then {hx.hm} is a Unearly in-

dependent set of elements in 7/u.  Note that the homomorphism Hn(N(V)^)

—> Hn(N(Vy) induced by the inclusion N(V)M C N(V) is onto. Thus the in-

duced homomorphism

Hvi+Hom(Hn(N(V)M),Z)

must be one-to-one. Now let /, = e(hUv(h¡)) for / = 1,..., m. Then {fv..., fm}

is a linearly independent set of elements in Hom(7/„(Ar(l/)(',))> Z). Now let W G

CovíAT) refine 1/ and let pw:7/w -* Hom(Ar(l/)(',)), Z) be the homomorphism

induced by the X given by the «-movabüity of X in Theorem 3.5. Then, for each

such W, p°«uw = r?° huv. Now we are ready to show the contradiction in

assuming that 7/ is not Kj-free. Since {gx.gm} is linearly independent in

G CH, one can define a unique homomorphism p from the subgroup of G gen-

erated by {gx,.... gm} into Hom(//w(/V(l/)<">), Z) by p(gt) = ft. Again, using

the linear independence of {gv . . . , gm} one can extend the homomorphism p

to a maximal subgroup Gp of G. We caU the extended homomorphism p also.
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Since {/,,..., fm} is linearly independent, the image of Gp in

Hom(F„(A^(l/)(")),Z)

wiU be isomorphic to G_. Therefore G_ is isomorphic to a subgroup of

Horn (F„(A/(f )*")), Z) of finite rank and thus G_ is a free abelian group since

HomiHniNiVyfn)), Z) is Kj-free. We wiU obtain our contradiction by showing

that Gp = G.

Claim 3. The group Gp is all of G.

Proof of Claim 3. Let g G G and with g$ Gp. Then for some positive

integer k, kg is in the group generated by {gx.gm}. Furthermore, pikg)

cannot have a kth root a in Hom(F„fiV(l/)^"^),Z)or the homomorphismp could

be extended to the group generated by Gp U {g} by sending g to a.  This would

contradict the maximality of Gp. Let W G Cov(A) be a refinement of 1/ such

that g E AW(FW) and let h\b) = g.  Then h\kb) = kg and thus Aw (to) - Au(c)

for some c in the group generated by {ft,,. . . , Am} in Fy.  This implies that

there is a / G CovíA) refining W such that A^ito) = h^\c). Then PvQimib))

is & kth root of eü"(c) hi Hom(F„(/V(l/)(',>), Z). This is because kpvihwvib)) =

p^ih^ikb)) = Pyih^ic)) = eAu"(c). This contradicts the fact that pikg) =

eAuw(c) did not contain a ifcth root in Hom(F„(A/((/)(n)), Z). This contradiction

shows that Gp = G.  Claim 3 shows that G is a free group, which is a contradic-

tion. This contradiction shows that H must be K,-free. The proof that F is

Xj-free completes the Proof of Theorem 3.2 in Case II and we are finished with

the Proof of Theorem 3.2.   D

We will now indicate the proofs of Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4.

Proof of Corollary 3.3. In the Proof of Theorem 3.1, one need not

use the complete coUection of numerable covers of X, CovfA"), but only a cofinal

coUection of those covers. If X is compact, then one simply uses CovfiX), the

finite numerable covers of X and observes that Cov^(X) is cofinal in Cov(AT) for

X compact and thus HniX) is the direct limit of {F"(A/(U)); ttJ/, 1/ < U G

Cov^(A")}. However, in this case NiU) is a finite polyhedron for all U G CovfiX).

Thus when one considers the direct system of short exact sequences

{0 -+ ExtiHn_xiNiU)), Z) — HniNiU)) — Hom(F„(A/(U)), Z) -* 0}

with U G Cov^AO.then aU the groups are finitely generated and Ext(F„_,(/V(U)),Z)

corresponds to the torsion part of Fn(Ar(U)) and Hom(F„(A/(U)), Z) corresponds

to Fn(AT(U))/TorF"(A/(U)). Consequently, in the Proof of Theorem 3.1, the

direct limit exact sequence

0 -*• F ->• HniX) -*■ H -*■ 0

corresponds to

0 -+ loxHniX) -* HniX) -*• HniX)lToiHniX) -* 0.
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Thus for X compact and movable, the group F in Theorem 3.1 is not only a union

of algebraicaUy compact groups, but in fact a union of finite groups and is just

the torsion part of //"(AT). The group H will be Nj-free for X movable and con-

sequently we have shown that //"(AT)/Tor Hn(X) is «,-free. This proves Corol-

lary 3.3.   D

The Proof of Corollary 3.4 proceeds in a similar fashion to the Proof of

Corollary 3.3. We now state some further corollaries.

3.6. Corollary . Let X be a movable compact Hausdorff space.   Then
v v

if H"(X) is torsion free for some n, then H"(X) is Hx-free for that n.

3.7. Corollary. Let X be an n-movable compact Hausdorff space. Then

ifQ<k<n and HK(X) is torsion free, then HK(X) is an X, -free group for that k.

3.8. Corollary. Let X be an arbitrary movable space.  Then if Hn(X)

is torsion free and does not contain a copy of the p-adic integers JD for some

prime p, then H"(X) has the form D © A where D is a vector space over the ra-

tionals and A is ft^-free.

Proof.  From Theorem 3.1 we can assume that H"(X) contains a subgroup
v

F which is the union of aU the algebraically compact subgroups of H"(X) with

H"(X)/E an r^-free group. We wUl now show that F is in fact divisible. Since

F is torsion free this will make F a vector space over the rationals. Also, once

we have shown F to be divisible, then it wiU be a factor of H"(X) so that

H"(X)^E®Hn(X)IE.

Letting D = F and A = //"(A^/F*, the corollary will then follow.

Claim. E is divisible.

Proof of Claim. Let x E E and let k be a positive integer. We wiU show

that x has a kth root in E.  Let B be an algebraically compact subgroup of F with

x G B.   Let B = Fj © B2 where Bx is the divisible subgroup of F and B2 is a re-

duced algebraically compact group. According to Theorem 2.8 if B2 # 0, then

B2 contains a copy of J_ or Z m for some prime p.  In either case this would

contradict our hypotheses in Corollary 3.8. Thus F2 = 0 and B - Bx is divisible.

Thus x has a kth. root in B and hence a kth root in F.  Thus F is divisible and

the claim is proved. This completes the proof of Corollary 3.8.   D

3.9. Corollary. Let Xbe an arbitrary n-movable space.   Then if0<k

< n and Hk(X) is torsion free and does not contain a copy of the p-adic integers

J for some prime p, then Hk(X) has the form Hk(X) ^D® A where D is a

vector space over the rationals and A is Hx-free.

3.10. Example. Let A be a subgroup of the rationals which is not isomor-

phic to Z or to all of the rationals. Then A is torsion free and the divisible sub-
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group of A is 0. Clearly A is not Nj-free since it is countable and not free. Also,

A cannot contain a copy of/   since the cardinality of J   is 2K°.  Thus A cannot

be the Cech cohomology group H (X) of any movable space X or «-movable

space with k < « by CoroUary 3.8 and Corollary 3.9. On the other hand A can
V

be the Cech cohomology group of a space. Let 2a = char A be the solenoid

whose character group is A and let X = 2fc~ * 2a be the (k - l)-fold suspension

of 2fl. Then Hk(X)^A.  In [8] Kozlowski and Segal state that S"2a is «-mov-

able. It cannot be (« + Immovable by the above remarks.

4. Paracompacta that are LC"-1. Let X be an arbitrary paracompactum.

Then Kozlowski and Segal [9] have shown that if X is LC"-1, then X is «-mov-

able. They actually prove a stronger result, but it would not suit the purpose of

this paper to state their stronger result here. As a result of [9] we can state the

foUowing immediate theorems from the results of the previous section.

4.1. Theorem. Let Xbe an LC""* paracompactum.   Then for0<k<n,

Hk(X) has a subgroup E which is the union of all the algebraically compact sub-
v . v .

groups of HK(X) and E has the property that HK(X)¡E is an ttx-free group.

4.2. Theorem. Let X be an LC"" ' Hausdorff compactum.   Then for

0 < jfc < n, Hk(X)IToiHk(X) is an Kx-free group.

It is the purpose of this section to show that Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 qan be

improved for 0 < k < « - 1. We then give examples of spaces that are «-movable,

but not shape equivalent to any LC"-1 paracompactum.

We now state the improved versions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 for 0 < it

<«-l.

4.3. Theorem. Let Xbe an LC"-' paracompactum.  Then for0<k<

n-l, H (X) has a subgroup E which is algebraically compact and contains

every algebraically compact subgroup of Hk(X). Furthermore, Hk(X)¡E is an

Kx-free group.

4.4. Theorem.  Let Xbe a compact Hausdorff space which is LC"~ *.

77tt7i for 0 < k < n - 1, Hk(X) is a finitely generated abelian group.

The proof of these theorems is simply that under these circumstances,

Hk(X) = Hk(X) for 0 < k < n - 1. We state here the necessary prerequisite re-

sult and then proceed to the proofs of these theorems.

4.5. Definition. A space X is said to be homologically locally connected

in dimension n, lc", if for every x G X and neighborhood U of x, there is a neigh-

borhood V of x in U such that Hq(V) —► Hq(U) is trivial for q < « where Hq(X)

is reduced singular homology with integer coefficients.

The main theorem we need is the following [16, Corollary 5, p. 340].
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4.6.   Theorem. If X is a paracompact space which is le", then Hk(X) —

Hk(X)forO<k<n.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. We wiU show that if X is LC"- *, then X is

lc"-1. It will then follow from Theorem 4.6 that for 0 < k < n - 1, Hk(X) ^

HkiX). Thus by Theorem 2.11, HkiX) wül have the required structure for 0 <

k < n - 1. So we need only prove the claim to be finished. The claim seems to

be known (see [17] for the locally compact case). We include a proof for com-

pleteness.

Claim. If X is LC"- !, then X is homologically locally connected in dimen-

sion n - 1.

Proof of Claim. Let 5(Jf) denote the singular semisimplicial complex of

X and \S(X)\ the geometric realization of S(X) as a CW complex (see [10, Chap-

ter III]).  Let/jr : \S(X)\ —* X he the natural map [10, Proposition 4.11].  Ac-

cording to Theorem 6.7 of [10, p. 102], jx : \S(X)\ —* X induces isomorphisms

of homotopy groups in aU dimensions. If X is a path-connected space, then jx :

\S(X) | —> X also induces isomorphisms between aU singular homology groups as

well by [16, Theorem 9, p. 399]. Now we will show that LC"-1 implies lc""1.

Let x G A* and let U he an arbitrary open neighborhood of x in X.  Since X is

LC° we may assume that U is arcwise connected. Then let

U=UnDU„_xD'.'DU03x

such that each U¡ is open and arcwise connected and such that for each 0 < i <

n - 1 each map/:S' —> U¡ extends to a map F:BI+1 —*■ Ui+X as in the defi-

nition of locaUy /-connected. Then one can easily show that if P is any polyhedron

with dim P < n - 1, and if / : P —► UQ, then / is nuU-homotopic in Un. Now

consider the diagram

|5(i/0)|^i|5(LOI

'u0 lu

e        T
U0   -►     U

which commutes up to homotopy. Then the diagram

|5(i/0)|("-1)-l^i|5(CO|("-1)

h0 \1u

U0

also commutes up to homotopy where |5(f/0)|^"   ** and \S(U)\^n   ** are the
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(« - l)-skeleta of the respective CW complexes. Now the inclusion maps / of

|5(t/0)|("-1) into \S(U0)\ and |S(i/)l("-1) into \S(U)\ induce isomorphisms of

the singular homology groups up to dimension n - 2 and epimorphisms in dimen-

sion «*- 1. Thus we have

|SÍÍ/0)|("-1>!A|S(t/)|<"-1>

'i    .„„    /'
\S(U)\WUIÄ

îu0 Ju

Un ->• U

and for 0 < k < n - 2, we have

15(^)1
Hk(\S(U0){»-»)^^"ki\SV)\{n-l))

i* = ^ i* = ~

15(e) I*
Hk(\S(U0)\)->Hk(\S(U)\)

<iu0)* = - (Ju)* = -

e*_
Hk(UQ) -^ Hk(U)

However, e ° jv  o / is null-homotopic in U. Thus (e ojv o /)*://fc(|5(í/0)|("-1)) —>

Hk(U) must be the zero homomorphism for 0 < k < « - 1. From the above dia-

gram this implies that e* : Hk(U0) —► 7/k(C/) is the zero homomorphism for 0 <

k <n - 2.  For the case that k = n - 1, one uses the above diagram except that

the iVs are only epimorphisms. One comes to the same conclusion that e* :

Hk(U0) —► //fri^O is the zero homomorphism. We have now shown that X is

lc"-1 as asserted. The claim is now proved and the Proof of Theorem 4.3 is

complete.   D

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let A' be a compact Hausdorff space which is

LC"-*. Then according to the Proof of Theorem 4.3, Hk(X) ^ Hk(X) for 0 <

k < « - 1. Also by the Proof of Theorem 4.3, A" is lc"-1. According to Theo-

rem 11 on p. 342 of [16], this implies that Hk(X) is finitely generated for 0 < k

< « - 1. By the Universal Coefficient Theorem for singular cohomology, Hk(X)

is finitely generated for 0 < k < « - 1 also. Thus Hk(X) is finitely generated for

0 < k < n - 1 and the proof is complete.   D

4.7.  Example.  Let X be an LC"-1 Hausdorff compactum. Theorem 4.4

states that Hk(X) is finitely generated for all 0 < k < « - 1. Theorem 4.2 states
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V V

that H"iX) cannot be arbitrary although it does not state that H"iX) must be

finitely generated. Let S", be the n-sphere for aU a E A and let X = IIa(Ej4 S",. Then

clearly X is an LC"-1 Hausdorff continuum whatever the cardinahty of the set A.

However, H"iX) — 0ae4 Za where each Za is a copy of the group of integers.

This is a free group which agrees with the structure required for this group by

Theorem 4.2. However, F"(A) may have arbitrarily large cardinahty by choosing

the set A to have appropriately large cardinality. Thus one cannot extend Theo-

rem 4.4 to the case k = n.

4.8. Example. Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 allow us to give examples of n-mov-

able spaces which are not shape equivalent to any LC"-1 space. Let X = Tw°,

the countable infinite product of circles. Then X is movable, hence n-movable

for every n.  Now if X were shape equivalent to some compact space which is

LC , then H1iX) would be finitely generated which it is not. Thus X cannot be

shape equivalent to any compact space which is LC1.

4.9. Example. Let Pt be a finite connected polyhedron with H2iP¡) — Z¡.

Let X„ be the wedge of the P/s for i = 1.n.  Letfnm:Xm —>Xnbe the

map which coUapses the extra P.'s (i = n + 1,. . . , m) to the wedge point in

Xn. Let AT be the inverse Umit of {Xn ; fnm ;n<mEN}. Then X is clearly a

movable metric continuum. However, H2(X) — 0J1, Z¡. If X were shape equiv-

alent to any paracompactum Y which is LC2, then H2iX) would contain a sub-
v «

group F which is algebraically compact such that H7,iX)/E is N,-free by Theorem

4.3. However, F2(A) is pure torsion. Thus F would have to be aU of F2(A).

That is, 0£i Z¡ would have to be an algebraicaUy compact group. Now the

divisible subgroup of 0£, Z¡ is just zero. Thus 0£i Zf would have to be a

reduced algebraicaUy compact group which is pure torsion. However, a reduced

algebraicaUy compact group which is pure torsion is bounded by Theorem 2.12.

The group 0£, Zt is clearly not bounded, a contradiction. Thus X cannot be

shape equivalent to any space which is LC2.

The reader can easily create more examples along the lines of Examples 4.7

and 4.8 using Theorems 4.3 and 4.4.

4.10. Example.   If A1 is a compact Hausdorff space which is LC"- x,

then Theorem 4.4 says that Ffc(A) is finitely generated foraU0<fc<n-l.

From the Proof of Theorem 4.4 it is clear that X also has the property that

HkiX) is finitely generated for 0 < k < n - 1. However, ttkiX) and £fc(A) need

not be finitely generated for 0 < k < n - 1 even for X a polyhedron. For ex-

ample, let X he the wedge of S1 and Sk with k > 2. Then X is LC" for aU n.

However, itkiX) = irfc(A) = 0£i Z is not finitely generated. The structure of

itkiX) and fffe(A) may be even more compUcated as the foUowing example Ulus-

trates. Let /: Sk —* Sk be a degree 2 map with k > 2. Then let Tf be the map-

ping torus of/ formed by identifying the top and bottom of the mapping cylin-
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der Mf of/by the map/. This can be done so that Tf is a finite polyhedron and

thus LC" for aU n.  Now ttx(Tj) = Z and the covering space Tf of F^ is homeo-

morphic to an infinite number of M^s pasted end to end by the map /  One can

easily verify that Trk(Tf) = ß(2) = {m/2n :m,nEZ}. Thus Trk(Tf) = itk(Tf) =

irk(Tf) is a subgroup of the rationals which is neither finitely generated nor free

nor isomorphic to the rationals.
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